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Mechanism of Revitalizer

Poseion BT100® TECHNOLOGY Natural Anti-bacterial effect
and Anion effect of Poseion BT100®

Poseion BT100®
TRIPLE CARE SYSTEM

By the powerful effect of ‘Magnetized Counter-Spin Water Revitalizer’, the water from Poseion BT100® turns
into very fine and structured water molecule to cleanse and remove impurities

from your pores and fill your pores with the Reviltalizing Water that is good for your skin (moisturizing).
With the Poseion BT100 Showerhead,
water’s renewal process begins
in the handle, where the aesthetically
designed viewing port allows you to
conveniently view the status of the
High-Density Polypropylene SF140
Sediment Filter, as it works to filter out
sediment and particles larger than
5 micrometers – roughly the size of
one of your smallest blood vessels.

The Magnetized Water is then
channeled through Poseion’s
Signature Microplate that contains
315 – 0.20 mm diameter holes
that produces a high-pressure
shower experience while using
up to 35% less water. 
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The filtered water is then funneled into the Patented Magnetized
Counter-Spin Water Revitalizer where two magnetized
counter-spinners spin in opposite directions. The first spinning
at 2400 RPM, while the second spins at 1200 RPM to reduce
the water molecular cluster size; while the magnets rearrange
the water molecules into a structured order creating Magnetized
Water that is characterized by its unrivaled cleaning power
as compared with ordinary tap & filtered water. 
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Reduction in skin’s oiliness by 78.19%.
Reduction in skin’s sebum by 24.23%
3.13% increase in the color tone radiance of the skin.
Reduction in scalp oiliness by 83.06%.
403.13 % increase on the in the hydration of the scalp.

>
>

Improve on Scalp
Moisturizing

403.13%

Improve on Skin Brightness

3.13%

Improve on Scalp Oilness

83.06%

Improve on Skin Sebum

24.23%

Improve on Scalp Oilness

78.19%

The Revitalizing Water from Poseion BT100® has its own natural Anti-bacterial effect
which helps clean and healthy skin.

Anti-bacterial Test Results of Poseion BT100 by KCL(Korea Conformity Laboratories)

Natural Anti-bacterial effect
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Poseion BT100® generates 360K natural anion per second.
You can enjoy the fresh feeling near the waterfall when you take a shower at the home (’Lenard effect’).

Anion effect

Poseion BT100® Main Components

Pore deep cleansing

113.5Hz 60Hz 59Hz

Size of tap water > >Size of pore
Water molecule
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Poseion BT100® ‘‘Magnetized Counter-Spin Water Revitalizer’

Global patented product “Poseion BT100®” is a Beauty Care showerhead that makes ‘Revitalizing Water’,
the best water for your skin by using ‘Magnetized Counter-Spin Water Revitalizer’.

Poseion BT100® obtained 59.062Hz of water cluster measurement by KBSI,
the authorized testing institution from KOLAS (Korea Laboratory Accreditation Scheme).

Revitalizing water

Results from independent clinical testing conducted on the Poseion BT100® by the internationally recognized
Korea Testing & Research Institute (KTR) show the following after 4 weeks of use:

Poseion’s Signature Microplate contains 315 – 0.20 mm diameter holes and is responsible
for producing the relaxing high-pressure shower experience that helps the Magnetized
Water easily, quickly, and effectively saturate and rinse your body. All while using up to 35%
less water on average compared with a conventional showerhead.

The Revitalizing Water from Poseion BT100® has a similar function as a natural surfactant,
so it is an eco-friendly product that requires less use of chemicals such as shampoo and conditioner.

03. ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

The Poseion BT100® was designed to power Magnetized Water deep through dense
voluminous hair to remove and control sebum and oil, as well as the chemicals and
contaminants associated withhair loss from your scalp. As the Magnetized Water saturates
your hair and scalp, the reduced surface tension of the Magnetized Water penetrates deep
to irrigate your hair follicles and the pores of your scalp to deliver a feeling of satisfying
hydration without the oiliness or dryness.

02. HAIR & SCALP CARE

The reduced surface tension of the Magnetized Water produced by the Poseion BT100®
allows water to flow less restricted, deep into and irrigate your pores to deliver a deeper
rinse that helps you control and remove oil, sebum, and the other contaminants that
accumulate on your skin throughout the day. Magnetized Water’s molecular compatibility
with your skin allows you to get an unprecedented feeling of skin hydration that is
experienced deep in the layers of your skin and not just on the surface.

01. SKIN CARE



Recommended Use
How to enjoy the Poseion BT100® 100%

Poseion Sediment filter ‘SF140’
The SF140® Sediment Filter Set contains 4 x replacement filters
made exclusively for use with the Poseion BT100® Showerhead.

The High-Density Polypropylene Filter filters out
undissolved hard water sediment and particles
– 5 microns and larger (roughly the size of one of your
smallest blood vessels) typically left behind to
accumulate on your hair and in the pores of your
skin & scalp.

Please Note: The life of your SF140® Sediment
Filter depends on the quality of the water in which
you use the Poseion BT100® Showerhead.
We recommend filter changes every 4-6 months
to ensure that your BT100® is working optimally.

High Pressure
Shower Spray

Deep Clean w/
Skin Hydration

Water Care /
Eco-Friendly

Global
Patent

Company name Poseion Co., Ltd.

Home page www.poseion.com

Address 6F,26, Saneop-ro 7beon-gil, Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea  ZIP 14441 

Tel. No. +82-32-678-7400

E-mail contact@poseion.com

If you have athlete’s foot or eczema take a
foot bath in warm water for 10-20 minutes

every day. 

If you have skin problems, spray water over
the trouble area like gibing yourself a massage
for 30 seconds after a shower. Make sure to

cool down the concerned area with cold water.

After a shower, spray water every day
on your face 10-30 seconds using a water

pressure that suits you.
Notice the changes in the skin.
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For companion animals, check for the
tangling of hair and changes in hair quality when

combing after a bath.
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Massage the scalp and compare it
with how it was when you used
a conventional shower head.
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BT100 Product Specification

Model Number Poseion BT100®

Product Components Showerhead Assembly Housing, Sediment Filter, Magnetized Counter-Spin Water Revitalizer, Microplate

Product Materials Polypropylene/Polycarbonate/Aluminum

Product Dimensions (D)9.3cm X (W)7.2cm X (H)24.2cm, 350gram

Installation Method Easily installs and fits all standard showerhead hoses.

SF140 Product Specification

Model Number

Product Components

Product Dimensions

Product Materials

Installation Method

SF140

High-Density Polypropylene Sediment Filters (Sediment filter Set contains 4x replacement filters)

Polypropylene

(D)3.4cm X (W)11cm X (H)13.5cm, 60gram

Easily unscrew handle and replace with new filter.


